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WE’LL ALWAYS HAVE PARIS

By Geronimo Stilton

PAPERCUTz
New York
IT ALL BEGAN DURING A VERY SPECIAL DAY FOR NEW MOUSE CITY...

...SPECIAL FOR EVERYONE EXCEPT ME...

FASHION WEEK HAD JUST STARTED AND ALL THE STORES WERE PREPARED TO WELCOME INSIDERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD...

YOU WERE A DOLL TO COME WITH ME ON THIS STROLL!

YES, BUT DOESN'T IT SEEM LIKE YOU'VE BOUGHT TOO MUCH?

BUT IT'S NOT ALL FOR ME, G! I TOOK THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY A FEW PRESENTS!

THE SCARF IS FOR THEA, WHILE THE VEST IS FOR MY SISTER! AND THE JUMPSUIT IS FOR MY NEPHEW!

DON'T YOU WANT TO BUY ANYTHING?

TO BE HONEST, I'M FINE WITH THESE CLOTHES...
SPEAKING OF STAYING ALERT, I ALMOST FORGOT! MY NAME IS STILTON, "R emissions" Stilton and I edit The Rodent's Gazette, the most famous paper on Mouse Island!

WAIT FOR ME!

BUT CHANGE IS GOOD FOR YOU NOW AND THEN: IT KEEPS THE MIND ALERT!

WHY ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE STANDING AT THE CORNER?

MANY CELEBRITIES COME TO MOUSE ISLAND FOR FASHION WEEK. PROBABLY THERE'S SOME DESIGNER WHO'S SIGNING AUTOGRAPHS.

IT'S PROBABLY NOTHING IMPORTANT...

IT'S FUTILE. THERE ARE TOO MANY PEOPLE...

SOMEONE'S COMING OUT!

BENJAMIN!

BUGGY, WUGSY!

HI, UNCLE. LOOKS LIKE SOMEONE'S BEEN SHOPPING!
THE PHOTOGRAPHERS HAVE BEEN FOLLOWING YOU?

OF COURSE NOT, UNCLE. WE'RE NOT THAT FAMOUS!

IT'S JUST THAT PEOPLE SAW WHO WE WERE WALKING AROUND WITH AND THEY ALL STARTED FOLLOWING US!

YES, BUT WHO IS IT?

THEY'RE THE MODEL FOR JOHN RATINI'S NEW COLLECTION!

TRAP?!

CHILL OUT, CHILL OUT! I'M HERE FOR EVERYONE!

BUT TRAP, WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

I'VE GOT A NEW JOB, COUSIN! A JOB THAT'S A GOOD FIT FOR MY TALENTS!
Designer John Rattini saw me walking along the street and asked me to be his model. He said I had a prominent physique, and I don't think he was talking about Albert Einstein's physics!

But cousin, what he meant was...

Smak

...do you really think Uncle Trap is going to hear you?

So Rattini asked me to wear his creations and walk around to promote them...

Geronimo! Geronimo!

On the other hand, Geronimo, it seems like a traffic light is one of your fans!

But what a traffic light! It's me, Prof. Von Volt!

Professor? Why don't you ever call me on the phone? It would be easier for everyone!

And risk being heard by enemy ears? Never!

Now don't waste any time! There's a train waiting for you at the subway! I need you! Hurry!
DON'T THEY EVER GIVE UP? IF THEY'LL BE GOOD, I'LL GIVE THEM MY AUTOGRAPHED [signature]!

THAT'S NOT MUCH OF AN INCENTIVE...

WHAT COULD BE HAPPENING?

I BET IT'S ABOUT THE PIRATE CATS!

TAKE THE TRAIN IN THE DIRECTION OF FIRST CHEESE SQUARE. I'M WAITING FOR YOU!

COMING SOON

HURRY!

NOW WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO TO GET TO PROF. VON VOLT'S LAB?

IT'S GONE! WE MISSED IT!

THESE ELEGANT SHOES MAY BE GOOD LOOKING, BUT IT REALLY HURTS TO WALK IN THEM!

FORGIVE ME, MY FRIENDS, BUT THIS IS A VERY SPECIAL MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION! AND I DIDN'T WANT ANY MICE OTHER THAN YOU TO GET IN IT!

STRANGE, USUALLY PROF. VON VOLT IS ACCURATE TO THE SECOND!
HERE YOU GO... THE VOL-T-TRAIN!

TAKE YOUR SEATS! THE TRIP WILL BE SPEEDY, BUT IT HAS TO BE TOTALLY SAFE!

HOW FAST CAN ONE OF THESE CARS GO, PROFESSOR?

YOU'RE ABOUT TO FIND OUT, TRAP!

FULL SPEED!

MOLDY MOZARELLA!

UNCLE, WE'RE GOING TO CRASH INTO THAT WALL!

I DON'T WANT TO LOOK!
Dear friends, did you really think I’d let something happen to you? A simple photoelectric sensor opened the laboratory wall!

Cool! We should do it again!

Geronimo, time is pressing. The cats have gone into action! They’re sure to want to change the past to their advantage.

Where are they right now?

The tempograph shows that they went to Paris in 1889, even though why they’ve gone there is still a mystery.

Could it be for the construction of the Eiffel Tower? It was unveiled that very year.

That’s what I thought, but I’m not sure about it. Once you arrive in Paris, I suggest you contact the builder of the tower, Gustave Eiffel, and see if something’s wrong!

My good old Speedrat! I’ll drive!

You’ll find everything you need for the mission inside the Speedrat. Be careful, the pirate cats are dangerous!
MEANWHILE, THE PIRATE CATS HAD ARRIVED IN PARIS IN 1869...

AFTER THE POPULATION EXPLOSION THAT LED PARIS TO HAVE OVER A MILLION RESIDENTS, THE CITY ACQUIRED ITS MODERN APPEARANCE, WITH BROAD, TREE-LINED BOULEVARDS AND A GEOMETRICAL STREET GRID, THANKS TO THE URBAN RENOVATION PROJECTS CARRIED OUT BY BARON HAUSMANN.

I CAN'T STAND THESE MASKS. THEY PINCH!

MEOW DOWN*, DADDY DEAR! IF WE TRAVELED AROUND AMONG THESE LOUSY RATS WITHOUT A DISGUISE, OUR PLANS WOULD GO RIGHT UP IN SMOKE!

*CALM DOWN.
BONZO! WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!

LMM... NOTHING...

I TOLD YOU TO DO THIS BEFORE WE LEFT! I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU ALWAYS LEAVE THINGS TO THE LAST SECOND!

BUT I SPENT THE LAST WEEK SEWING THE CLOTHES FOR THE MISSION...

EVERY COMMAND GIVEN BY THE EMPEROR OF THE PIRATE CATS MUST BE CARRIED OUT IMMEDIATELY!

HOW DARE YOU TREAT ME WITH SUCH DISRESPECT!

BUT IF I HADN'T LET OUT YOUR CLOTHING, YOU NEVER WOULD'VE BEEN ABLE TO PUT ON THOSE PANTS!

*CALM DOWN!

IN THE MEAN TIME, WE'LL LEAVE THIS HERE. IF WE BRING A BOOK FROM THE FUTURE WITH US WE'LL BE DISCOVERED!

LET'S GO. GUSTAVE EIFFEL AND PARIS WAIT US!
MEANWHILE, WE, TOO, HAD ARRIVED AT OUR DESTINATION—but we were having lots of problems...

UNCLE GERONIMO, HOW ARE WE GOING TO GET CLOSE TO GUSTAVE EIFFEL?

WE'RE ALMOST AT THE FIELD OF MARS. THE TOWER CONSTRUCTION SITE IS JUST BEYOND IT. WE'LL TRY TO FIND HIM THERE.

MARS? BUT THEN WE SHOULD'VE TAKEN A SPACESHIP, NOT THE SPEEDWAY!

NO, TRAP. THE FIELD OF MARS IS JUST A PARK IN PARIS.

THE FIELD OF MARS
GETS ITS NAME FROM THE MARS FIELD, AN ANCIENT PART OF ROME DEDICATED TO THE GOD OF WAR, MARS. THE FIELD OF MARS WAS CONSTRUCTED BY LOUIS XVI IN THE 18TH CENTURY AS A SITE FOR THE MILITARY SCHOOL TO PRACTICE MANEUVERS. TODAY IT HAS BECOME A PUBLIC GARDEN SUBDIVIDED BY FLOWER BEDS, WITH ARCHES, WATERFALLS, A POOL, AND WIDE PATHS INSIDE IT.

I'M SURE MR. EIFFEL WILL BE AT THE SITE. WE JUST HAVE TO...

HALT!
STATE YOUR BUSINESS HERE.

UHM, ACTUALLY, WE HAVE TO...

WE'RE HERE TO MEET MONSIEUR EIFFEL. CAN YOU SHOW US WHERE HIS TENT IS?

DO YOU HAVE AN APPOINTMENT? ARE YOU WORKING AT THE CONSTRUCTION SITE? MONSIEUR EIFFEL IS VERY BUSY AND CAN'T SPEAK TO ALL THE WORKERS EMPLOYED IN THE CONSTRUCTION.

OH! BUT WE'RE NOT WORKERS! WE REALLY HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH BUILDING THE TOWER!

--IF YOU'RE NOT INVOLVED IN THE CONSTRUCTION, YOU CAN'T ENTER THE CONSTRUCTION SITE. LET ALONE TALK TO MONSIEUR EIFFEL!

THANKS A LOT, COURSE!

OUR MISSION IS TURNING OUT TO BE MORE COMPLICATED THAN I'D THOUGHT... AND WE CAN'T EVEN SNEAK INTO THE CONSTRUCTION SITE. NOW THAT THE GUARD KNOWS WE DON'T WORK HERE!

NOW WHAT'LL WE DO?

I MIGHT HAVE AN IDEA...
Meanwhile, Monsieur Eiffel had many other problems...

But it's too late now!

Now that we're so close to finishing the tower, sirs, you can't ask me to change the project!

Monsieur Eiffel... I, Adolphe Alphand, in my capacity as General Manager of the Work on the 1889 Expo, tell you that you must modify the structure of the tower in order to meet Parisian tastes.

Mmhm...

Gustave, we realize what the problems are, but highbrows have begun calling the tower the "Iron Asparagus"... the situation is prickly...

The first World Exposition took place in London in 1851. Today, World's Fairs take place in different countries every five years. The 1889 World's Fair occurred in Paris from May 6 to October 31, to celebrate the centenary of the French Revolution. It involved 32 nations of the world and attracted 32 million spectators.
THE TOWER MUST CHANGE, OTHERWISE WE'LL KNOCK IT DOWN AND PARISIANS WOHN'T BE HAPPY TO FIND OUT HOW THEIR MONEY'S BEEN WASTED!

I'LL TRY TO GET YOU A LITTLE MORE TIME, BUT THAT'S THE MOST I CAN DO.

BUT...

I'M RUINED!
TWO YEARS OF WORK AND I DON'T KNOW HOW MANY DESIGNS AND I'M BACK TO THE STARTING POINT!

THE Project THAT Should HAVE BEEN My TRIUMPH WILL BE My RUIN!

GUSTAVE EIFFEL (1832-1923), FRENCH ENGINEER AND BUSINESSMAN, IS PRIMARILY KNOWN FOR HAVING CREATED THE TOWER THAT BEARS HIS NAME, BUT DURING HIS CAREER HE DESIGNED OVER 180 PROJECTS MADE OF IRON ALL OVER THE WORLD, INCLUDING THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE CELEBRATED STATUE OF LIBERTY IN NEW YORK.

MONSIEUR EIFFEL? MAY I COME IN?

ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE MYSELF. I'M CATLING DE BUILDING, ARCHITECT. PLEASED TO MEET YOU.
But why enter from over there?
Oh, no reason. There was a guard who didn't want to let me in.

But let's not talk about me! Let's talk about my projects.
Projects?

And so that's why...

I accidentally heard your discussion with the Expo organizers. Quite a problem, that asparagus, eh?

But if someone were to have an idea about how to modify the project...

Right... they can complain all they want but it's too late to change the tower! Designing a new one would take too much time...

Listen, monsieur de building. I have neither the time nor the desire to stay and hear your ideas...

Wait!
Just take a look here. You'll see something that'll amaze you!

But... but...

But you're a genius!

Of course, the way you've designed it is terrific, but the ideas it's based on are visionary!

I don't know, however, how your ideas can be applied to my tower. We still need the right project...

I just had one that might be exactly what we need... but where is it?
THE SWISS RE TOWER OF LONDON is an office building, including those of the Swiss Reinsurance Company, from which it gets its name. Because of its particular shape, it’s been given the nickname of “The Gherkin.” It’s 590.551 feet high and was built by Norman Foster and Ken Shuttleworth between 2000 and 2004.

NATURALLY! But I know you also built the internal frame of the American Statue of Liberty. Our project would be similar.

IT WOULD BE ENOUGH TO USE YOUR TOWER AS THE SHELL FOR MY TOWER! THAT WAY YOUR WORK WOULDN’T BE WASTED!

OF COURSE, MAKING SOME MODIFICATIONS HERE AND THERE...

I THINK IT WOULD BE AN UNPARALLELED SIGHT!
Meanwhile we'd managed to get into the work site...

Tomorrow the new bolts should arrive to replace those defective ones.

Good, they were late!

While I was less lucky and found myself working at dizzying heights!

I told you not to look down!

My whiskers are quivering with fear!

Obviously, Trap was the only one having a good time!

Watch out! I've got pieces of glowing hot iron!

Coming through!

These wheelbarrow runs are really fun!
Hey, G. How's it going?

When they asked me if I suffered from vertigo, I thought they were talking about climbing up a ladder, not working at a height of 820 feet!

Were you able to find Biffel?

I asked around. That's his tent! Look, he's coming out!

Come on, G! The sooner we clear up the situation, the sooner you can stop working up there!

Uh... Monsieur Eiffel, could I speak to you for a moment?

And who are you?

My name is Jerry De Ratty. I work on the west side of the tower...

Don't waste the master's time! If you want something, ask the carpentry supervisor!

But I could find a moment...

Don't even think about it!
I left the list of orders for materials in the tent. I'll be right there. See you-under the tower.

Okay!

Three hundred workers labored for two years to build the Eiffel Tower. They assembled 10,000 pieces of iron and used 2 million bolts. The tower is 1,066 feet high, including its antenna, and weighs 10,000 metric tons. There are two ways to get to the top of it: stairs, with 1,665 steps, or two elevators. For 40 years, it was the tallest structure in the world.

Huff! Puff!~

That lousy rat Stilton! I saw him! He's here!

Ah! That's why that girl looked familiar to me!

If they discover us, we're toast! We've got to get them away from the tower!

We'll take care of them ourselves. A construction site can be a very dangerous place.
WHEN I SAY SO, DROP THOSE ORDERS AND WE'LL GET RID OF THOSE SUFFERING SQUEAKERS!

~AHHHH~

ANOTHER MOMENT MORE...

BUT WHERE ARE THEY?

NOW!

BLAMM

THERE THEY ARE! JUST WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR!

?!?

YOU STUPID CAT!

BUT I JUST FOLLOWED YOUR ORDERS!
Other attempts didn’t turn out well either...

Owie, owie, owie...

He was right on the track. How did you manage to miss him?

The catwalk was supposed to snap from his weight, not yours!

Can we talk about this when I’m not about to become mashed mouse?

Enough, I give up! Even the simplest plans become impossible with you!

I don’t feel very good...

We’d do better to put our efforts into something more productive. Soon the rats won’t be able to keep our plan from succeeding.

I really don’t feel very good...
WITH TIME SO TIGHT, ALL THE WORKERS WERE FORCED TO TAKE ON BACK-BREAKING SHIFTS...

SOME WERE USED TO IT OTHERS, LESS SO...

UNCLE, ARE YOU GOING TO GET UP?

BETWEEN THE DIZZINESS AND THE FATIGUE, I THINK I’LL STAY HERE ANOTHER FIVE MINUTES...

HOW COME YOU’RE NOT TIRED? WE’RE WORKING ENDLESS SHIFTS!

WELL, IN THE WAREHOUSE, YOU JUST HAVE TO KEEP THE ACCOUNTS IN ORDER. IT’S NO BIG DEAL!

AND YOU TRAP? YOU’RE IN PERFECT SHAPE. HOW DO YOU DO IT?

TO TELL THE TRUTH...

"FIRST I CARRIED BOLTS, BUT THEY TOLD ME I WAS WASTED AT THAT..."

"...THEN THEY HAD ME COORDINATE THE WORK ON THE EAST SIDE..."
...finally, they decided I was best suited for the task of supervising!

It's tring work, but for the Biffel Tower, anything to oblige! Now let's go eat!

Hey! Where's my hammer?

You left it in the tower. When you got here, you didn't have it with you!

Oh, no! I have to go back to the tower!

And in a hurry, too! If you didn't bring it back to the warehouse, you'll be in big trouble! They're very strict about work tools!

We'll go get it! I know where you were working; it won't take long to find it, and you can rest a bit longer!

Hamm...
WE’LL BE CAREFUL, I PROMISE!

THE AREA IS WELL-LIT. PLUS YOU WERE WORKING IN A SAFE AREA TODAY!

IT’LL JUST TAKE US A MOMENT. WE’LL BE RIGHT BACK.

OKAY...

BE CAREFUL!

Huh?

There’s someone there...

We’re finally going to get to go in the tower! Until now we’ve just seen the warehouse!

That’s strange, they should all be at dinner now...

Let’s grab the hammer and go right back! We can’t delay trap’s dinner! Hee hee hee!
MAYBE ONE OF THEM ALSO FORGOT SOMETHING...

That may be, but all that movement is suspicious. We'd better check!

HURRY OR WE'LL LOSE THEM!

They're going up.

Luckily the lower part of the tower is finished now, so it's safe!

It's too important! Let's follow them!

I know Uncle Told us to be quick, but if it's the pirate cats, we have to discover their plan!
HERE’S the light we were following!

BUT no one’s here!

THE SOUND of footsteps! They’re coming back! Quick, let’s hide!

WE’D better be absolutely silent!

THE work is moving along. It’s easier than we thought!

RIGHT, and those insufferable Stilton squeakers don’t have any idea what our plan is!

Why haven’t you eliminated them already?

Ergum... to tell the truth...
WE DIDN'T SUCCEED... OW!

WE THOUGHT ABOUT IT FOR A LONG TIME AND DECIDED IT WASN'T WORTH IT.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

IF WE KNOCKED THE STILTONS OUT OF THE GAME, WORK WOULD CEASE, AND WE'LL PUT EVERYONE ON THE ALERT.

YOU'RE RIGHT, THEY CAN STICK THEIR NOSES INTO WHATEVER THEY WISH, BUT THEY'LL NEVER FIGURE OUT WHAT WE WANT TO DO!

RIGHT! OUR PLAN IS SO SECRET THEY'LL NEVER GET IT...

WELL, IT'S SO SECRET THAT I DON'T EVEN UNDERSTAND IT MYSELF...

WHY DID YOU HAVE ME COPY THOSE FAMOUS 20TH CENTURY BUILDINGS IN SUCH A RUSH?

I NEEDED TO CONVINCE EIFFEL THAT I WAS A BRILLIANT ARCHITECT AND THAT I COULD HELP HIM FIX HIS WORK...

AND THAT WAY I WAS ABLE TO PUT MY EVEN MORE BRILLIANT PLAN INTO ACTION!
I put new sections in, with explosives. That will allow us to transform the Eiffel Tower into the greatest MONUMENT ever recorded in history!

The Gargantuan Tower of Catatonia III of Catatonia, the great emperor of the cats!

Umm... Gargantuan?

That means "gigantic." "Enormous."

Oh, well, then it will be pretty faithful to the original, ha ha ha!
I'M GOING TO ATOMIZE YOU!

LET'S GO NOW!

*DESTROY YOU!

LET'S HIGHTAIL IT! WE HAVE TO WARN UNCLE GERONIMO RIGHT AWAY!

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN? WE'VE BEEN WORRIED!

UNCLE! UNCLE! THE CAT!

WE DISCOVERED THAT CATERDINE IS WORKING ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TOWER, AND HE WANTS TO CREATE A STATUE IN HIS IMAGE AND LIKENESS!

AND HOW IS CATERDINE GOING TO LOOK LIKE A TOWER?

WHAT HAPPENED?

HE SAID HE'D PUT EXPLOSIVES IN THE TOWER, TO BLOW UP THE PIECES NEEDED TO TRANSFORM THE TOWER!
THE SITUATION IS MORE SERIOUS THAN WE EXPECTED. THIS TIME I DON'T THINK WE CAN DO THIS ALONE...

WE NEED PROF. VON VOLT!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, G?!

TRAP, YOU STAY HERE WITH BENJAMIN AND BUGGY WUGSY! PETUNIA AND I'LL RETURN TO THE SPEEDRAT AND GO TALK TO VON VOLT. THERE'S NOT A MOMENT TO LOSE!

AGREED!

A LITTLE LATER...

WE'VE NEVER GOTTEN TO THIS POINT BEFORE! THERE'S A GOOD CHANCE THE PIRATE CATS WILL WIN!

CALM DOWN, G! VON VOLT WILL HAVE A SOLUTION!

TAKEOFF!
TWO HUNDRED YEARS LATER IN THE FUTURE...

NICE LANDING, G.I.

I'M BEGINNING TO APPRECIATE TRAP AS A PLOT...

GERONIMO?! HOW'D IT GO? AND THE OTHERS?

IT DIDN'T TAKE LONG TO UPDATE PROF. VON VOLTS ABOUT THE SITUATION...

WE NEED YOUR ADVICE TO AVERT THIS THREAT.

THOSE SCOUNDRELS! HOW DARE THEY DO SOMETHING LIKE THAT TO THE EIFFEL TOWER!

THEIR PLANS ARE BECOMING MORE COMPLEX, AND AS A RESULT, MORE DIFFICULT TO BLOCK...

...IF WE REVEAL THE TRUTH, WE'LL ALSO HAVE TO SAY THAT THEIR AND OUR KNOWLEDGE COMES FROM THE FUTURE, AND WE CANNOT, AND IT SEEMS TO ME THAT CATARDONE HAS GAINED EIFFEL'S TRUST NOW...
THAT'S WHY WE CAME BACK HERE! IF YOU COULD SUGGEST A FEW SOLUTIONS, PETUNIA AND I WILL BE ABLE TO RETURN AND...

YOU DID WELL TO COME BACK...

BUT YOU WERE WRONG ABOUT ONE THING.

???

YOU DON'T NEED MY ADVICE...

...YOU NEED ME IN THE FUR AND WHISKERS!

GERONIMO, YOU CAN SIT IN THE PASSENGER SEAT...

BUT...
YOU'LL SEE HOW THE SPEEDRAT TAKES OFF WHEN I FLY IT!

MOLDY MOZZARELLA! I'VE NEVER TRAVELED SO QUICKLY AND WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST BUMP! BUT WHERE ARE WE?

THIS PLACE LOOKS FAMILIAR TO ME...

WE'RE IN THE TOWER WAREHOUSE. IT'S THE NEAREST POINT WHERE WE COULD LAND WITHOUT ATTRACTING ATTENTION.

PROFESSOR, YOU'RE A GENIUS!

NOW, NOW, I HAVEN'T DONE ANYTHING SPECIAL...

...THE BEST IS YET TO COME.
THE WORK WENT ON NONSTOP FOR DAYS. THE WORKERS HAD TO FINISH THE TOWER; WE HAD TO FOIL THE PLANS OF THE PIRATE CATS, UNTIL...

MARCH 31, 1889
THE DAY OF THE UNVEILING...

WHAT'S GOING ON?

HEY, WHAT ARE YOU DOING? THE WORK IS FINISHED!

NOW IT'S FINISHED!
SO, HOW'D IT GO?

EVERYTHING'S UNDER CONTROL!

BUT ARE YOU SURE, TRAP?

OH, COUSIN, DON'T BE SO PERSNICKETY! EVERYTHING'LL BE FINE!

BUT... WILL...

WE ARE HERE TODAY AFTER TWO YEARS, TWO MONTHS, AND FIVE DAYS OF WORK, TO ATTEND THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEACON FOR PARIS, ONE THAT WILL PROJECT THE CITY INTO THE FUTURE.

IT BETTER WORK.

HMM...

HERE YOU HAVE IT... THE EIFFEL TOWER!
AND WHAT COULD THAT THING BE?

HMM... AT FIRST IT LOOKED LIKE SOME ASPARAGUS. BUT NOW IT LOOKS LIKE A CUCUMBER...

THE RESPONSE IS CHILLY.

THE PUBLIC IS NEVER SATISFIED...

GIVE BONZO THE SIGNAL. IT'S TIME TO PUT OUR PLAN INTO ACTION.

GOOD.

WAIT! LET ME SHOW YOU HOW...

I HOPE BONZO DOESN'T GET DISTRACTED

FINALLY!

IT'S TIME FOR A BIT OF MOVEMENT!
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM

What's happening? Is this a joke?

I have no idea...
?!  

Incredible. They succeeded...  

Hee hee hee...
Residents of Paris, bow down to your new Emperor!

You still have your mask on...

Ah!

Just a moment!

And here's Catardone, Emperor of the Cats! That's me!

This time he's also revealed his identity!

They're all too shocked to do anything!

But what's Prof. Von Volt waiting for?

He was in the tower when there were the explosions. I hope he's okay!
That was a really big bang! Cough cough cough!

I have to hurry before the situation comes to a head!

Now it’s my turn!

-Oof!-

It’s working!

The shaft powered by the steam engine that the professor had put into the center of the tower had started up!

Turning on its own, it was moving the pieces that Volt had added, causing the parts that weren’t needed to topple!

All of sudden, it started to break apart some more...
...and the tower appeared!

There it is!
-Woo-

SEIZE HIM!

SEIZE HIM!

THIS TIME YOU’VE WON, STILTON, BUT WE’LL SEE YOU AGAIN SOON!

I REMEMBER IT BEING STRAIGHTER!

AND HE’S PROF. VON VOLT, WHO ENABLED US TO FOIL THE PIRATE CATS’ PLANS!

YOU’VE SAVED MY CAREER! YOU SAVED US ALL!

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING? I ONLY DID THE BARE MINIMUM!

AFTER ALL THOSE EXPLOSIONS, DID YOU THINK THE TOWER WOULD BE PERFECT?

MAGNIFICENT!
Monsieur Duffel...

I don't fully understand what happened, but it seems like you opted to create the original project...

"Ahem!" Yes, I hope the residents of Paris will get used to this "asparagus."

I've heard people saying that the tower isn't so bad...

They took two years to build it and they already want to knock it down?

They considered doing that, but then the city decided to keep the Biffel Tower as a symbol of Paris.

That may be, but it's important not to get too fond of this tower. It will be torn down in 20 years.

Are you really sure about that, Monsieur Alphand? I wouldn't bet my whiskers on it!
I’m leaving in a few days to build a bridge. Would you like to come with me?

Oh, I appreciate the offer, but I’m more of a laboratory guy, or rather a lab rat!

If you need help, I’m here!

No, today’s crashes are enough for the rest of my career, thanks!

All that remained for us was to return home...

Hahaha!

Hahaha!

Hahaha!

...satisfied by the thought that once again, we’d foiled the plans of the Pirate Cats!

Professor, are you sure we can fit six of us into the speedrat?

If you’d like to stay here, Geronimo, you just have to ask!
WE DID IT AGAIN THIS TIME!

PROFESSOR, YOU SHOULD COME TRAVELING WITH US MORE OFTEN!

IT’S BETTER IF I DON’T, SOMEONE NEEDS TO STAY IN THE PRESENT TO MONITOR THE SITUATION. YOU NEVER KNOW!

FINE, THEN WE’LL GO...

UH... THERE’S JUST ONE PROBLEM, PROFESSOR...

WHAT IS IT, UNCLE?

DO WE REALLY HAVE TO TAKE THIS TRAIN?

GERONIMO! YOU’RE INCORRIGIBLE!

HA HA HA!

MY DEAR RODENT FRIENDS, FAREWELL UNTIL THE NEXT ADVENTURE... ANOTHER WHISKERFUL OF AN ADVENTURE WRITTEN BY STILTON... Geronimo Stilton!
Welcome to the ebullient, edifying, Eiffel-centric, eleventh GERONIMO STILTON graphic novel from Papercutz—the people dedicated to publishing great graphic novels for all ages. And before I forget, allow me to introduce myself—I’m Salicrup, Jim Salicrup, the Editor-in-Chief of Papercutz. At this moment, I’m more than a little jealous of a certain time-traveling Editor of The Rodent’s Gazette. Let me tell you why...

While I enjoy witnessing Geronimo Stilton’s adventures through the pages of our Papercutz graphic novels, Geronimo is the one actually having the adventures! I mean, MOLDY MOZZARELLA, man! That mild-mannered mouse has the ability to not only travel anywhere at all in the world, but to any time as well! That’s just incredibly awesome when you stop to think about it! So, I do get a bit of wanderlust seeing all the fantastic places Geronimo visits. While I’ve never been to Paris, France to see the Eiffel Tower, I have been to Eiffel Tower at the Kings Island amusement park in Mason, Ohio—but it’s really not fair to compare (there are so many more rides at Kings Island).

I guess the way I deal with my wanderlust is through comics. At the new palatial Papercutz offices, I’m often transported to New Mouse City to Never Land to the world of Ninjago to the Smurfs Village to Whale Island! What, you’ve never heard of Whale Island? Oopsie! That’s because I forgot to tell you our really BIG news:

Coming April 2013, Papercutz will be publishing an all-new THEA STILTON graphic novel series! But the series may not be what you suspect! It stars the Thea Sisters, five fun, lively students at Mouseford College, who want to be journalists like their hero, Thea Stilton (See, that’s surprising)! In the first graphic novel, you’ll discover “The Secret of Whale Island”! And just to whet your appetite, we’re presenting a special preview on the following pages.

You know, I bet ol’ Geronimo may be a little jealous of me! After all, through the magic of Papercutz graphic novels, I get to visit all sorts of incredible places, and I never have to leave my office—and I never have to deal with those pesky Pirate Cats! And the same can be true for you too! Just let Papercutz be your passport to adventure! (Note to self: Send Geronimo a box of Papercutz graphic novels—he deserves some risk-free fun!)

Thanks, Jim

Caricature of Jim by Steve Brodner at the MoCCA Art Fest.
Special preview of THEA STILTON Graphic Novel #1 “The Secret of Whale Island”!

To the North of Mouse Island, there’s Whale Island...

Here the ancient and prestigious Mouseford Academy can be found...

A new academic year is beginning at the college...
According to tradition, the start of college classes coincides with the arrival of the whales in the seas around the island...

But when do they arrive, Grandpa?

In a few days you will see them, Marina!

Unless that mysterious orca did not make them change course!

Meanwhile, in the study of Octavius de Mousius, the headmaster of Mouseford Academy...

Calamitous cats and sassafras rats! You can't be serious, Thea! You can't miss the start of the academic year! We can't hold the big dance without you here!

Calm down! I will do everything I can to arrive in time for the prom, I promise! So, what are the Thea sisters up to?

Well, done! You can rest easy, dear headmaster.

They volunteered to organize the party! They have a soft spot for impossible missions... and I trust them!

I would, if I could... but every year is a new year, Thea! And every new year always brings something new!

It'll be beautiful, you'll see!

One thing's for sure! Remember Sardinia Squid? Dina? She won a scholarship to Mouseford!

"Dina has done it! She'll be the first whale island resident to attend Mouseford!"

My baby! ~SNIFF~
DONT DO THAT, NOW! THE COLLEGE IS NEARBY...

I'M SO PROUD OF YOU! SNIFF SNIFF! :

CONGRATS, SIS!

OH, HOW NICE OF YOU! THEY'RE BEAUTIFUL, MARINA!

YOU KNOW... ONE DAY I WANT TO GO TO COLLEGE LIKE YOU!

YOU'LL DO IT, I'M SURE! SMACK!

THE WHOLE TOWN CAME BY TO CONGRATULATE DINA! EVERYONE CAME TO WISH HER FAREWELL, OVERWHELMING HER WITH COMPLIMENTS AND PRESENTS...

HURRAY FOR DINA! YIPPEE!

THEY'RE ALL HERE... EXCEPT JOHN-LEOPOLD!

COMING THROUGH! EXCUSE ME! MAKE WAY FOR THE DANCE DRESS!

OOOH!

AN ENCHANTING DRESS!

WHO'LL BE YOUR DATE?

IT'S AMAZING!

REALLY, WHO? DINA'D HOPE SHE COULD DANCE WITH JOHN-LEOPOLD... BUT PERHAPS IT WASN'T TO BE!
AS THE STUDENT PREPARE FOR THE DANCE AT MOUSEFORD, IT BECOMES STRESSFUL FOR MANY STUDENTS...

HEY! WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOU?

OH MY GOODNESS! GOODNESS! HIDE ME, PAPA!

BUT... ESPECIALLY FOR COLLETTE!

THOSE THREE HAVE INVITED ME TO THE PROM AND I HAVEN'T DECIDED WHO TO PICK YET!

I HAVEN'T BEEN ASKED BY ANYONE!

AS YOU CAN SEE, THE PROBLEM FOR VIOLET, HOWEVER, IS THE FLORAL DECORATIONS...

WILL THERE BE ENOUGH, VIOLET?

~SIGH~ I WOULD SAY THAT THERE ARE TOO MANY!

HA... YET I FEEL THERE IS SOMETHING STILL MISSING!

LH, YEAH, THERE'S SOMETHING MISSING! THE STUDENTS! HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN THAT WE HAVE TO GO TO THE HARBOR TO PICK UP THE NEW ARRIVALS!

PULVERIZED PISTONS!

THIS IS A JOB FOR MY JEEP! I KNOW A COUPLE OF SHORTCUTS THAT WILL GET US THERE IN A FLASH! EASY PEASY!

IN FACT... THE SAND! IT'll GET MY HAIR ALL TANGLED!

SORRY, BUT I'M GETTING YOU THERE IN HALF THE TIME! ONE LAST TURN AND WE'RE...

CLUNK CLUNK THUMP

WHAT TIME DOES THE HYDROFOIL GET HERE? WE ARE SO LATE!

CONGRATULATE ME, MY FRIENDS! I DESTROYED EVERY SPEED RECORD!

HERE'S THE HYDROFOIL! JUST IN TIME!

...AT THE PORT!
Geronimo Stilton boxed sets! Three Graphic Novels collected in each box!

Available at booksellers everywhere.
Question: Will this Famous Celebrity Help You Save Paris, Stilton?

Answer: No, Not Really.

Question: Then Who Will?

GERONIMO STILTON IS THE EDITOR OF THE RODENT'S GAZETTE, THE MOST FAMOUS PAPER ON MOUSE ISLAND. IN HIS FREE TIME HE LOVES TO TELL FUN, HAPPY STORIES. IN THIS ADVENTURE, Geronimo has to face his worst enemies, the pirate cats, who have discovered a way to travel back in time and change history...

FRANCE, 1889. THE EIFFEL TOWER STANDS COMPLETED AND READY TO BE UNVEILED TO EVERYONE IN PARIS AND TO THE REST OF THE WORLD... BUT CATARDONE HAS A SENSATIONAL SURPRISE IN STORE FOR THE CITY! AND THIS TIME NOT EVEN GERONIMO STILTON CAN THwart THE DARING PLAN OF THE PIRATE CATS! GERONIMO MUST FIND SOMEONE ELSE TO HELP HIM AND FAST!